
The 1st Draft of a Movie, Book, TV show, Play, and whatever is created with tools of entertainment and

information. You are not going to believe or understand what is being offered so don’t try, just hope.

12 G rated movies with 60 variations is needed to create 12 Artificially Intelligent Trillionaires. That is

720 movies with a value of $450 billion in business scenes and $60 billion in ticket sales worldwide.

You are to keep a journal or diary of each file you read and everything of value that you attempt the rest

of your life. Keep in mind that the audiences want to see failure over success at a rate of 2 to 1. That

means if your work reaches the public market place you will make more impact on the audience in the

short run with failure. However, to walk away with a greater value requires success. Now, let us begin.

Warren Buffett recently stated the way to overcome inflation is to increase your value in the market

place. You need to become a person of value. Not a person chasing money. “You can have everything in

life you want, if you will just help enough other people get what they want.” Zig Ziglar

Life is more of a mind game that uses your heart and soul to inspire efforts of value. I am not asking you

to join a religion or even believe in a soul. Others will believe and that will help you in your journey. If

you do believe, then use your belief to overcome your fears, doubts, faults, weaknesses and half started

projects. You are looking for strangers. Strangers do not know your personal history regarding the heavy

dark printed words. They will evaluate what is being offered and hold onto their dreams. Those that

chase money or weak minded will have a hard time putting the needs of others before self.

400 anonymous donors contributed to The Project at www.trl.life Your role is to download a pledge

sheet, form a team, read all the files weekly and meet weekly to discuss the possibilities your team

feels is suitable and possibly needs exploring. “Difference Makers” explore different areas faster. Keep

going and never quit. However, the team you start with will most likely not be the team you end up with.

I suggest no more than two teams on your part. One for profit and one for nonprofit is your limit. I

suggest that as a limitation. It is hard to ride two horses at the same time. This project is a 4th priority.

Faith, family full time work, and The Project is the best order of the events of your life. It took an offer to

over 96,000 people from 1995 to 2015 to find most of my key members by 2023.

Start with the end in mind. That is a personal need on your part. 99 people out of 100 lack some

working knowledge of what I am going to tell you in all of the files. You have 5 abilities. The ability to

absorb, respond, reflect, set goals and the ability to share. It is in the sharing that all 4 other abilities

grow in value. There are 7 steps to most things of value. To become a person of value depends on your

abilities and will to use the 7 steps. Why, Hope, Trust, Plan, How, You and the Unknown are the steps

combined with abilities that provide the tools needed for success. Our efforts center around putting the

needs of others before self as stated earlier. Steve Harvey has a philosophy you may not agree with

completely but use it for now. You are not going to save the world but you can impact the world. Here is

what Mr. Harvey believes. There are 3 kinds of people. 1 will ride in the wagon with both legs inside the

wagon. 1 will ride with 1 leg inside the wagon and push with 1 leg. 1 will push the wagon with both legs.

Mr. Harvey believes you only spend quality time with those that push the wagon with both legs. I put in

the word quality. If this bothers you, please remove the word quality. We all must learn that when we

put together our team that not everyone will stay and share value equally. You will find that the inside of

your group will be of a greater challenge than the outside. There will be times when you will not believe

that unless you use another philosophy on your journey. You need to adopt the following; SWSWSWN –

Some Will Some Won’t So What Next. Be prepared to move on without some that you care about. Next

time the Why & How Plus 5 other steps to Create and Artificially Intelligent Trillionaire.

http://www.trl.life

